About Us
Here at JG Innovations Inc.,iwe’re real people with real
solutions for your concealment needs. As a marketplace
leader in the interior steel soffit products, we possess the
expertise required to efficiently handle your unique piping
and mechanical enclosure specifications. Beginning with
free design aid and competitive budgetary quotes, JG
Innovations delivers the commitment necessary to take
your next project from conception to completion. Our
clients can expect to receive the quality-fabricated and
powder coated, interior soffit system required to get the
job done right and on time.
Staffed with licensed, professional engineers and skilled
tradesmen, JG Innovations is also a reliable partner you
can trust for your speciality engineered fabrications.
Provided with a copy of your shop drawings, we guarantee
nothing less than precision craftsmanship in a timely
manner. We are a detailed-oriented company equipped
with the resources to handle even the most complex of
architectural products. From column wrapping to escalator
panels, JG Innovations’ extensive experience with sheet
metal and aluminum provides the solutions your job
requires.
Please contact our sales team toll-free at
1-888-933-2248 or email sales@JGIUS.com for further
information.
Choose JG Innovations as the fabrication source for your
next project. We go to work for you....

P.O. Box 8128 Janesville, WI 53547-8128
1-888-We-Fab-It www.JGIUS.com

If you’re going to make a first impression, is it a crime to
make it a false impression? We’re not suggesting you take
this approach literally, but JG Innovations Inc.ican be your
accomplice in covering up those visually-distracting,
mechanical systems. When you simply need a disguise,
use our ‘Illusions’ Aesthetic Soffit line to shroud exposed
mechanicals in secrecy.

The ‘Illusions’ line is an obscure way to keep any
combination of exposed Fire Sprinkler, Plumbing and
Hydronic Piping, HVAC or Electrical Systems under wraps.
Specifically designed for aesthetic purposes alone,
‘Illusions’ Soffits supply streamlined camouflage in classic,
clean profiles.

As building configurations do and will vary, we supply our
metal interior soffit systems in multiple silhouettes to easily
accommodate simplistic to complex layouts. Standard
profile options commonly consist of:

L-Shield

Bow-Shield

J-Shield

Soft Edge-Shield

Our ‘Illusion’ Aesthetic Soffits deliver the concealment
system you need in a made-to-order fashion. Popular
finish choices include paintgrip (unfinished ZincGalvanneal dipped steel), primed and several powder
coated shades of white. Or alternatively provide us with
your color samples for custom-matched shades.

The customization highlights don’t stop with profile and
finish options.
JG Innovations understands that a
cookie-cutter approach can leave your needs unmet.
Concerned you have a seemingly odd size for the
interior soffit system your facility requires? Our soffit
systems are fabricated to the exact dimensional
specifications requested.
Custom enclosures have
never been so convenient or economical! Simply
supply the dimensions of the mechanical systems
needing concealment, and your ‘Illusions’ Architectural
Soffits will arrive within 2-3 weeks nationwide! Our
‘Illusions’ Soffits complete the impressive feat of hiding
your mechanicals, leaving onlookers wondering, “What’s
your secret?

U-Shield

...I.in addition to your custom requests!

Want to learn more about
how you can become a
master of ‘Illusions’?
Contact our sales team
today at, 1-888-933-2248
or send your email to
sales@JGIUS.com.

